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Abstract：The relationship between the seismic behavior of rebars and the seismic resistant ability 

of the building structures was discussed. According to the failure modes of rebars under the 

earthquake loadings, the seismic performance of rebar is a system of indicators focused on the high 

strain and low cycle fatigue resistance, which include the sensitivity of strain-aging; brittleness at 

low temperature, weldability and coupling of strength with ductility. The test results of seismic 

behaviors show that both the V microalloyed and tempcored rebars can meet the requirements of 

GB1499.2-2007. However, from the perspective of seismic performance system focused on the high 

strain and low cycle fatigue resistance, V-microalloyed rebar is much better than the tempcored 

rebar, especially in terms of sensitivity of strain-aging, DBTT and cyclic toughness. 
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1 The relationship between the seismic 

resistant behaviors of rebars and 

earthquakes prevention and hazard 

reduction  

After "5.12" Wenchuan Earthquake, the 

research work of earthquake defense and 

hazard reduction has aroused widespread 

concern from all parts of community and 

great attention from government 

departments at all levels. We believe that the 

earthquake defense and hazard reduction 

deserves all-round efforts and measures, one 

of which is to improve the seismic resistant 

behaviors of rebars.  

China is an earthquake-prone country. 

According to the seismic intensity zoning 

map released by China Earthquake 

Administration in 1990, 41% of the land 

area in China and more than half of the 

cities are catalogued within the basic 

earthquake intensity of 7 degrees or above, 

79% of the land area is catalogued within 

the basic earthquake intensity of 6 degrees 

or above. Land area of China accounts for 

1/14 (7%) of the world total. However, 

actual earthquakes above 6 degrees in the 

20th century in China accounts for 1 / 3 of 

the world total; In terms of damages caused 

by earthquakes, the death toll from 

earthquakes totals 1.2 million globally and 

China’s death toll from quakes is 600 000, 

accounting for 50% of the total.  

For a disastrous earthquake four 

conditions must be met at the same time: (1) 

frequent and big earthquakes; (2) large 

population density in the seismically active 


